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Pro SQL Server 2005 Integration ServicesApress, 2007
SQL Server Integration Services is groundbreaking. It exists for both the DBA and the developer, as well as that new role SSIS has created between the two--the data artisan.
Pro SQL Server 2005 Integration Services contains everything you could ever hope to know about this exciting new development from Microsoft: developer insight,...
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Careers in ArchitectureMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	Ideal for college students or anyone ready to go back to school, this series explores specific areas of interest and helps job seekers determine which job in that field suits them.

	
		Breaks down specific educational requirements and additional training
	
		Surveys the salaries and job opportunities to help seekers...
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Photoshop CS2 All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
9 books in 1 — your key to fantastic Photoshop results!
Your one-stop, full-color guide to image editing success      

Photoshop has become the industry standard because it's really that good. But it's also that big. Dividing all that information into nine handy minibooks lets you find what you want when you want it —...
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Photoshop CS3 for Nature Photographers: A Workshop in a Book (Tim Grey Guides)Sybex, 2007
In the new edition of this practical guide, master photographer Ellen Anon and digital-imaging expert Tim Grey show you how to capture the beauty of nature by shooting the best possible photos from the start—and then getting the most out of your images at your desktop. You’ll find eye-opening techniques, workflow ideas, and terrific...
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Pro Javascript RIA Techniques: Best Practices, Performance and PresentationApress, 2009
Pro JavaScript RIA Techniques: Best Practices, Performance, and Presentation shows you how you can build JavaScript RIAs (Rich Internet Applications) with compelling user interfaces and great performance.
With the best practices and optimization techniques you’ll learn in this book, you can optimize performance without...
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The Harvard Medical School Guide to a Good Night's SleepMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Why would I write a book on sleep? After all, everyone sleeps, it looks easy, and nothing much seems to happen while you’re doing it. That’s what I used to think before I started studying sleep. I first came across the intricacies and mysteries of sleep as an undergraduate studying psychobiology at UCLA in the 1970s. I was amazed at how...
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Biomathematics: Modelling and SimulationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006

	This really is the golden age of Mathematics. It has been said that half

	the Mathematics ever created has been in the last 100 years and that half

	the mathematicians who have ever lived are alive today. We have seen such

	achievements as the resolution of the four-colour problem and Fermat's

	last theorem, with the latter being...
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Excel Dashboards and Reports For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Create dynamic dashboards and put your data on display with "For" "Dummies" No matter what business you're in, reports have become a staple of the workplace, but what good is a report if no reads it, or even worse, understands it? This all new edition of "Excel Dashboards & Reports For Dummies" is here to...
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Ultra-Fast ASP.NET 4.5Apress, 2012


	The time that I spent working at Microsoft was an unexpectedly transforming experience. The first half

	of my career regularly put me and the companies I worked with in competition with Microsoft, and I was

	often surrounded by anti-Microsoft stories and propaganda. However, when I heard about .NET, I

	decided I wanted to know more...
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AARP Protecting Yourself Online For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The Internet has become an integral part of our lives in the 

	blink of an eye; it’s been only about 20 years or so since the 

	web came on the consumer scene, and now many of us couldn’t 

	imagine life without it. We use it to check news stories, watch 

	movies, balance bank accounts, buy any number...
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Windows Vista Administration: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
Whether you're a system administrator responsible for hundreds of Windows clients, or a just a roomful of computers, this book will help you install, configure, and maintain Microsoft's newest OS. Written in jargon-free English that puts concepts in proper context, the book gives you a better understanding of Vista's innovations and capabilities,...
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Lighting for Digital Video & Television, Second EditionCMP Books, 2004
Digital video students and enthusiasts must learn lighting fundamentals and techniques to enhance the visual quality of their work. Moreover, since lighting specifications for digital video differ significantly from those for analog video or film, professional videographers and cinematographers must learn how to adapt their lighting skills for this...
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